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Abstract

Business Intelligence is the key technology for users to effectively extract valuable information
from oceans of data for decision- making. Data warehouses and on-line analytical processing sys-
tems have therefore been developed to contribute effectively to the decision-making process. To
extract information that is useful to decision-making, decision-makers express their needs in natu-
ral language. Such requirements may be formulated in natural language interfaces in free syntax,
avoiding unfamiliar language (SQL, MDX). Natural Language queries can stand for WH-questions
(”What, Who, Where, Why, etc.”) or a set of Keywords. In this paper, we emphasize on the ”Why-
Question”. This type of question provides answers that help in the diagnosis analysis of the data
Warehouse. To deal with a Why-Question, we propose a model that mainly captures the com-
ponents that reflect the multidimensional aspect of the Data Warehouse. When a decision-maker
formulates his Why-Question in natural language, he uses his own terms. This decisional need
can be not precise because the decision-maker is not always aware of the Data Warehouse’s lexi-
con as well as the Why-Question’s model. Consequently, the decision-maker must reformulate his
initial question. Otherwise, the Why-Question’s answering process will not be triggered. This situa-
tion is not obvious for a decision-maker, especially when the reformulation of the question becomes
iterative. To handle these issues, we lean towards a Why-Question’s recommendation approach
based on both the Data Warehouse’s content and the decision maker’s requirement. This proposal
aims to recommend to the decision-maker a set of natural language Why-Questions instead of
rephrasing his initial question. To guide the recommendation process, we rely on a grammar that
formalizes the Why-Question’s model. To validate our approach, a tool called ”WQ-Recommender”
is developed. An experimental study is presented to evaluate the relevance of the proposal.
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1 Introduction

When the decision maker is confronted with
choices requiring thorough analysis of data, the

decision-making process becomes complex. In
this perspective, Business Intelligence (BI) sys-
tems and tools have been developed to ease the
decision-making process. BI is the key technology
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for users to efficiently extract useful informa-
tion from oceans of data. Data Warehouses (DW)
and the Online Analytical Processing (OLAP)
Systems are effective contributors to the decision-
making process.

In the context of DW, the decision maker
can’t always easily query data without a minimum
mastery of formal languages (SQL, MDX). There-
fore, soliciting the IT-Designer becomes obvious
in order to extract Business information. To min-
imize the IT-Designer’s intervention as much as
possible, Question Answering (Q/A) systems pro-
vided with Natural Language (NL) interfaces have
been set up. Such systems handle decision mak-
ers’ requirements expressed as NL questions in
free syntax without any technical prerequisite
as in[23, 31, 38, 41, 42]. Indeed, nowadays, BI
technologies are moving towards self-service solu-
tions (modern BI) [18]. These solutions are in
the sense of Question/Answering systems as in
[7, 40]. Such applications serve to assist the ana-
lytic conversation. They allow decision-makers to
interact intuitively with the DW by asking ques-
tions as they come to mind and without in-depth
knowledge of the query tool or formal languages
(SQL, MDX). However, researchers move recently
towards integrating chatbots applications based
on a NL Dialogue flow [45] in order to interact with
dashboards. These applications enable decision-
makers to ask NL queries and receive instant
responses instead of navigating in the dashboard.
This approach has good properties such as speed,
accessibility, compatibility, and interactivity over
traditional BI dashboard [45].

Traditional Q/A systems provide answers from
unstructured data (documents) [25]. The BI con-
text is quite different because it is about extract-
ing answers from structured data with multidi-
mensional representation [25]. In such context,
the Q/A systems procure decision-makers with
an intuitive way to interact with DWs. Thus,
decision-makers can express their requirements
as NL questions. In essence, NL questions can
be categorized as WH-questions (What, Where,
etc.), keywords like questions, etc. In literature,
the questions those has attracted the researcher’s
attention are the What-Questions [24, 31, 41] and
keyword-like-Questions [23]. Often, these ques-
tions do not fully meet the needs of the decision-
maker. Indeed, usually, decision-makers seek to
know the origin of phenomena observed on a

certain activity (decrease in sales, increase in
recourse, etc.). In this perspective, the decision-
making need can take the form of a Why-
Question such as ”Why has the number of acci-
dents increased in 2021? ”Why has the internet
sales amount decreased?”. This question type is
interesting, allowing decision-makers to under-
stand some decision-making indicators such as the
cause or origin of a trend, causes of customers’
behavior [16]. Indeed, a Why-Question allows
decision-makers to perform diagnostic analysis on
the data of the Warehouse.

In literature, most researchers report that
addressing a NL Why-Question is a complex task
and the expected answers require particular meth-
ods and deep analysis to provide them [23].

The Why-Questions have been widely
addressed in the Information Retrieval (IR) field.
Indeed, several approaches have been proposed in
order to develop Why-Questions answering sys-
tems as in [3, 33–36]. However, these approaches
are not suitable in the BI context. Indeed, these
approaches have been not designed to address a
NL Why-Question asked in the BI context. To
deal with this question, it is mandatory to take
into account the multidimensional concepts char-
acterizing a DW (facts, measures, dimensions,
hierarchies, etc.). These concepts are crucial in a
decision-making system.
To address a NL Why-Question emitted in BI con-
text, we have proposed in [16] an approach that
aims at providing decision-makers with answers
that allow them to detect factors that influence
a phenomenon, for effective decision support.
Our approach emphasizes on both the decision
maker’s requirement and the DW (concepts and
content). The Why-Question’s answering process
is not limited to interpreting a NL question into
SQL or MDX queries. It is based on a mathemat-
ical model that performs a deep analysis on the
Warehouse’s data. Since the answering process is
closely related to the decision maker’s require-
ment, we have proposed in [16] a Why-Question’s
model that captures the necessary components
and constraints (a Why-Question must comport
a measure, trends, temporal or not temporal
dimensions) upon which our approach is built. In
our approach [16], the decision-maker formulates
freely, his Why-Question through using his own
terms in NL. However, this scenario of querying
a DW engenders some issues:
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(1) - The decision-makers are not always aware of
the DW schema (concepts);
(2) - When the Why-Question doesn’t conform
to the model that defines it, the approach [16]
does not generate answers. For example: ”Why
didn’t the company evolve? In this question no
measure that belongs to a DW is expressed so the
answering process can’t be triggered;
(3) - In a such situation, the decision maker
must reformulate his question. Unfortunately, this
operation can become iterative and therefore the
decision-maker finds himself in a closed circle;
(4)- Automatic reformulation is not always pos-
sible because a Why-Question is qualified as
subjective, especially when the decision-maker’s
requirement is not precise;
(5) - This scenario of querying a DW proves
binding for the decision-maker. It can annoy the
decision maker, which is incompatible with the
principle of the design of NL interfaces;
High complexity is considered to be a major con-
straint of BI environments [48]. While searching
for an answer to a business question, the end-user
(decision-makers) finds it difficult to navigate
large data repositories [20] and DWs. It is impor-
tant to know that most of the times the user
doesn’t know the right business question to ask
[26]. To solve these complexities, it is important
to integrate a recommendation mechanism into a
BI system [20]. A recommendation process is nec-
essary to meet the needs of the decision-makers
need. Thus, it is more interesting to suggest to
the decision-maker a set of NL Why-Questions
instead of rephrasing his initial question. Hence,
the Why-Question’s answering process will be
performed with respect to a question that well
captures the decision-maker’s needs and conse-
quently return him the most appropriate answers
for effective decision-making.

In recent decades, several recommendation
mechanisms have been integrated into BI sys-
tems in order to enhance their functionality and
to increase the benefits that decision-makers can
derive from querying DWs as in [2, 11, 14, 15, 21,
22, 32, 43] and to improve the ergonomics of BI
tools (dashboards) as in [20]. Unfortunately, most
of these approaches focused only on recommend-
ing formal queries (SQL, MDX), in order to query
DWs, from formal ones as in [2, 14, 15, 21, 22, 32,
43] and from a set of keywords as in [11]. However,

authors in [20], propose to integrate a feedback
and recommendation mechanism (FRM) into BI
tools. This mechanism helps the user by generat-
ing textual and/or graphical visual cues, and thus
leading the user to consider the use of certain data
subsets and/or analysis forms [20].

To the best of our knowledge, no work has pro-
posed an approach for the recommendation of NL
questions in the BI context. In contrast, question
recommendation has been intensively researched
in Web Question Answering community (CQA) as
in [1, 13, 17, 19, 27–29, 39, 44, 50, 51]. These rec-
ommendation approaches proposed in CQA are
performed on the basis of models that only eval-
uate similarities between the user’s question and
the data sources (question’s collection) such as the
language model, the user’s model and the topic
models. Unfortunately, these models prove insuf-
ficient when it comes to dealing with a question
asked in BI context. Indeed, the most appropriate
model to use must consider the multidimensional
aspect of a DW that reveals the concepts of DW
as well as the relations linking these concepts
(measures, dimension, dimension’s hierarchy level
and dimension’s attribute). Therefore, we can’t
fully adopt the IR recommendation models in the
context of our work, i.e.the recommendation of
decisional NL Why-Questions.

Motivated by the lacks discussed above, we
propose in this paper a recommendation approach
based on both the content of the DW as well as the
needs of the decision maker. This approach aims
at easing the querying of the DW by generating a
set of NL Wh-Questions from a question initially
introduced by the decision maker. This ques-
tion may represent a not precise Business need.
Therefore, recommending to the decision maker
questions closest to his requirement may procure
him more clarity on the ideas that he has in
mind. Thereafter, the decision maker will choose
the most adequate Why-Question that avoids him
the reformulation of his input question. Thus, the
recommendation process grantee that the trigger-
ing of the answering process will generate answers
with respect to theWhy-Question chosen by the
decision maker.
To determine the information that characterizes
the Why-Question introduced by the decision-
maker, an analysis process is mandatory. In our
approach, this process is performed mainly on the
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basis of grammar that we propose. This gram-
mar is a pattern that aims at formalizing the
model that specifies the desired content of a Why-
Question. Indeed, our grammar captures all the
restrictions defined in the Why-Question’s model
[16]. To build this grammar, we adopt first the lin-
guistic patterns proposed by ”BARGUI and al”
in [4, 5] and then we extend them with respect
to our Why-Question’s model. This grammar can
be reusable and extensible according to what is
defined in the Why-Question’s model.
Our proposed grammar has dual roles in our
approach, the first concerns the Why-Question’s
analysis process. The second role is that the gram-
mar guides the recommendation process when the
Why-Question doesn’t conform to its model [16]
as illustrated in the figure 1

Fig. 1 General schema of our proposed approach.

The structure of this paper is as follows:
section 2 captures works related to our research
one. In section 3, we present the proposed gram-
mar and remind about the decisional NL Why-
Question’s model. Section 4 describes our pro-
posed Why-Question recommendation approach.
An experimental study is shown in section 5. In
section 6, we conclude the paper and draw some
future lines of research.

2 Related Works

In this section, we review some works that
deal with query recommendation problems. These
works are about two research communities. The
first one concerns some works proposed in the
BI community. The second community relates
to works that address question recommendation
problems in Web community Question Answering
(CQA).

2.1 Recommendation in Business
Intelligence

In recent decades, several recommendation
approaches have been proposed in the BI commu-
nity. The designed methods aim at recommending
OLAP queries for DW’s exploitation purposes.
These methods can be classified into two cate-
gories: content based methods and collaborative
filtering methods. The content based methods use
the query log of an individual user, as in [14, 21].
The collaborative methods exploit the log file of
multiple users as in[2, 15, 22, 43]. In addition, in
[32], the authors propose a new concept named
”OLAP analysis context” that targets reduc-
ing irrelevant recommended queries in order to
improve OLAP recommendation systems. In [11],
authors propose a collaborative recommender sys-
tem based specifically on the user’s interests. In
this work, the user’s requirements are expressed
through a set of keywords which are discovered
via the characterization of the interaction’s intent
with the BI system. The recommender system
suggests a set of formal queries, provided on the
basis of a model proposed to formalize the user’s
interest, clustering techniques, and Markov model
which represents the probability for a user to
switch from one interest to another.
Authors, in [12], propose an approach that aims
to aims to hide the complexity of the structure of
the Data mat to a decision-maker. To this end, the
authors propose to generate a set of NL analytical
queries for the semi-automatic derivation of the
schema of a Data Mart. The generated analytical
queries are built on the basis of a multidimen-
sional pattern (MP). These queries are formed
mainly with dimensions and their hierarchy lev-
els Some of them are highly recommended than
others due to the importance degree of the com-
ponents (dimensions and hierarchies) provided
with the MP. In this work, the authors focus more
precisely on the generation of analytical queries
rather than an automatic recommendation.

Most of the approaches presented above have
emphasised on the recommendation of formal
queries (SQL, MDX) that aim to query DWs from
the formal ones as in [2, 15, 21, 22, 32, 43] and from
a set of key words as in [11]. However, authors in
[20], propose to integrate a feedback and recom-
mendation mechanism (FRM) into BI tools (dash-
boards) in order to improve their ergonomics. This
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mechanism helps the user by generating textual
and/or graphical visual cues, and thus leading the
user to consider the use of certain data subsets
and/or analysis forms [20].

2.2 Questions’ recommendation in
Web community Question
Answering CQA

Web Community-based Question Answering such
as (Yahoo! Answer, ask.com) web sites, online
forums, and discussion boards [47], has become
in the last decade a popular medium for online
information seeking and knowledge sharing [39].
In a such community, a user posts a question and
waits for answers from other users belonging to
the same Q/A community or looks for questions
that are similar to the prior asked question. How-
ever, with the exponential growth in data volume,
it was becoming more and more time-consuming
for users to find the questions that are of interest
to them [39]. To cope with these challenging prob-
lems, several approaches and models have been
proposed to perform automatic questions recom-
mendation. Most of these works perform questions
recommendation on the basis of the users’ inter-
est and with respect to questions that other users
have answered or have asked.
Indeed, authors in [29] propose a recommen-
dation approach based on a user-word model.
To define this model, authors adopt the well
known language model proposed in [37]. The user-
word model aims to quantify the affinity between
users and words in a questions’ collection. This
approach recommends questions on the basis of
the evaluation of the question-user relationship in
order to target eligible users.
In [17], the approach is based on a model ded-
icated for the user. This model captures the
interest of a user and his authority in an area for
Yahoo!Answer community. This model undergoes
learning algorithms that investigate continually
about the questions that have been previously
answered by users in order to recommend the most
similar ones.
Authors in [39] adopt a topic model in the rec-
ommendation approach as the probabilistic latent
semantic analysis model (PLSA). This model aims
to capture the most interesting topics for which a
user cared about. The proposed approach analy-
ses the characteristics of the user’s question and

exploits the questions historically asked in order
to discover the topics to which a user may pay
attention.
Authors propose in [49] an incremental algorithm
that uses the PLSA model to perform automatic
questions recommendation for the Wenda Chinese
QA website. The authors define a set of criteria
which the incremental algorithm operates: long
and short terms of the interests of a user and the
user’s negative and positive feedback. The long
terms are considered as all questions asked pre-
viously by a user, while short terms refer to the
question asked newly.
In [1], the authors define a Fuzzy Relational
Product Operation that measures the implica-
tion degree of a question between two questions.
Authors combine this operation with the BM
(Best Matching) similarity measure that calcu-
lates the similarity between the user’s question
and the sentences of answers.
In [19], authors propose a recommendation
approach for the Oshiete goo Japanese QA com-
munity. This approach is based on the content
based filtering and the collaborative filtering,
applied on the history of both users’ questions
and answers. The authors define six features that
support the recommendation system: (1) Proba-
bility to answer any questions in a category, (2)
User-based collaborative filtering, (3) Item-based
collaborative filtering, (4) Content-based filtering
using answer histories, (5) Content-based filter-
ing using question histories and (6) Probability of
posting a question in a category.
In [28], authors propose to address recommen-
dation problems through a method that mea-
sures similarity or diversity between questions by
exploiting the notion of ”information needs”. The
authors adopt two topic models for predicting the
information need as the translation model and the
LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) model.
In [51], authors propose a dual role model (DRM)
that captures the different roles of a user (asker
and answerer) in a community QA. This model is
used to analyze the latent topic information with
respect to the different roles by providing an accu-
rate representation of the user. The DRM leads in
recommending appropriate questions to the Top-
and qualified users.
Authors in [50], propose to use the statistical
language model in order to formalize the user’s
interest, according to his interest distribution over
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the question’s collection. Once the new question
is asked in the community, a matching process is
performed with the user’s interests. This process
is based on the query likelihood of the language
model that calculates the degree of user interest
in the new question.
In [13], authors propose a user intimacy model
(UIM) and a novel topic model (LDA-style) that
learn about intimacy between the users over topics
through social interaction in CQA. These mod-
els allow to perform question recommendation
through estimating the intimacy between a can-
didate user and an asker over a topic in a unified
probabilistic framework.
Recently, the authors propose recommendation
models [27, 44] that aim to deal with the prob-
lem of data heterogeneity and sparsity in CQA.
Authors in [44] propose the JIE-NN model (Joint
Implicit and Explicit Neural Network, JIE-NN)
that combines explicit and implicit information
based on multiple data sources. The authors con-
sider heterogeneous explicit information sources
to collaboratively learn user and item representa-
tions. In [27], authors propose ”AskMe” as a sys-
tem that merges two kinds of behavior levels in the
CQA. Indeed, in this work, the authors propose
to model the individual-level behavior interaction
that captures the user’s behaviors (e.g., answer,
follow, vote) and the community-level behavior
obtained according to the behavioral associations
between similar users.

After studying all the works presented above,
we summarize and compare them (see table 1)
according to some criteria :

• Input : the user’s query (the category of the
query and the model formalizing the query) and
the data/corpus needed by the recommendation
approach;

• what are the parameters on which the mod-
els adopted in the recommendation process
are based: the content (data/corpus) and the
requirement (user’s query and his profile);

• Output: the recommendation approach results
• the objective: the goal of the proposal.

By analysing the Table 1, we elucidate what
follows:
(1) We can highlight that no work has specifically
dealt with the recommendation of a decisional
Why-Question;

(2) In the CQA community, the proposed
approaches provides recommendations on the
basis of models that consider the parameters: (a)
the question inserted by the user (terms of inter-
est); (b) the content (question’s collection); and
(c) the user’s profile which is defined according to
the user’s center of interest. This latter is mea-
sured with respect to the questions asked and
answered previously by the user. All these queries
are gathered in a question’s collection specific for
the user;
(3) The questions recommendation approaches
have adopted models as the language model and
the topic models, that aim mainly at assessing
similarities (syntactic, semantic, term’s frequency)
between the user’s question and those located in
the question’s collection, in order to recommend
the most suitable question. However, since these
models focus only on the linguistic aspect, they
unfortunately prove insufficient when it comes to
deal with a decisional question in the BI con-
text. Indeed, the most appropriate model to use
in the Why-Questions recommendation process
must take into consideration the multidimensional
aspect of a DW that reveals the concepts of
DW as well as the relations linking these con-
cepts (fact table and its measures, measures and
related dimensions, dimension and its hierarchy’s
levels and its attributes). For example, let sup-
pose that a decision-maker asks a Why-Question,
in which the focus of the question refers only to the
DW’s concept ”dimension” as ”Why customer
are more and more demanding in 2021”, where the
term ”customer” references a dimention. While
in our approach proposed in [16], the answering
process needs a Why-Question that must contain
the concept ”measure” in order to be triggered.
Thus, recommending a Why-Question as:”Why
has internet order quantity increased in 2021”
is necessary, where internet order quantity is
a DW’s measure related to the dimension ”cus-
tomer”.
(4) Consequently, we can’t fully adopt the recom-
mendation models adopted in the recommenda-
tion approaches proposed in the CQA community.
(5) In this context, we propose in this paper an
approach for the recommendation of decisional
NL Why-Questions, based on the parameters con-
tent (DW) and requirement (the Why-Question
emitted by the decision maker). To perform the
recommendations, we rely on a grammar that
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Table 1 Related works

Related works
Web Question Answering

CQA
BI

Our
app

Criteria [49] [17] [39] [19] [1] [28] [51] [29] [50] [44] [13] [27] [12] [11]

In
p

u
t

NL user’s
query

Category
A set of key words x

Question
Decisional Why-Question x

WH/Boolean
Questions

x

Model x x

Data
Question’s Collection x

Data Warehouse x x

Multidimensional pattern x

M
o
d

el
b

a
se

d
on Requirement

User’s query x x x x x

User’s profile x

Content x x x x x x

Hybrid (requirements and content) x x x x x x x x x

O
u

tp
u

t

Recommended
queries

Existing NL queries x

Built Queries
Analytical query x

Decisional Why-Question x

Formal queries x

O
b

je
ct

iv
e Performance x x x x x x x x x x x

Relevance x x x

Perplexity x

Cost x x

captures the DW’s multidimensional aspect and
formlises the Why-Question model proposed in
[16]. This grammar is the core of our approach.
Indeed, the proposed grammar is used first to per-
form the Why-Question analysis and therefore it
guides the recommendation process. More details
about our proposed grammar are presented in the
following section

3 The Proposed Grammar for
Why-Question’s Analysis

In this section, we present our proposed grammar
that aims at formalizing the content of a Why-
Question [16] which principally refers to the DW’s
multidimensional concepts. To build this gram-
mar, we adopt the linguistic patterns proposed by
”BARGUI and al” in [4, 5]. More details regard-
ing the proposed grammar are presented in the
section 3.2 but we start first by reminding about
the Why-Question’s model proposed in [16] in the
following section.

3.1 NL decisional Why-Question
model

We consider a DW modelled in snowflake or in
fact’s constellation schema. It comports fact tables

(F ) composed of a set of measures (M) such as
M = {m1, ..mi..mn}/i = 1..n, a set of dimensions
(D) such as D = {D1, .Dj ., Dt...Dm}/
j = 1..m where Dt references a temporal dimen-
sion. Each Dj is described via a set of attributes
(A) such as A = {a1, ..ak..ap}/k = 1..p. A dimen-
sion Dj is provided or not with a level of hierarchy
(L) such as L = {l1, ..lt..ls}/t = 1..s, we note so
a dimension as: Dj [l

∗
t [ak]]. To explain the model

dedicated to a decisional Why-Question (Q), we
have considered an actual DW Microsoft Adven-
ture Works-DW 2020 1. The Microsoft Adventure
Works DW schema is illustrated in the figure 2.
This schema concerns a DW designed and fuelled
to cover sales, purchases, products, customers and
some human resources. This DW includes sev-
eral measures that can be analysed according
several perspectives. The DW’s measures relate
to two main activities: ”Internet sales” as well
as ”Reseller sales”. These measures are: ”Sales
amount, Tax amount, Freight-transport, Order
Quantity, Discount amount”. A decision-maker
can analyse the activity ”Internet sales” accord-
ing to the dimensions: ”customer, product, date,
territory, currency, promotion”. The ”Reseller

1https://github.com/microsoft/powerbi-desktop-
samples/blob/main/DAX/
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Fig. 2 Microsoft Adventure Works Data Warehouse-2020 schema.

sales” activity is concerned by the dimensions:
”employee, product, date, territory, currency, pro-
motion, reseller”. In addition, the decision-maker
may be interested in the ”product inventory”, for
which the measures are ”unit cost and ”unit bal-
ance” and the dimensions are ”date, product”.
We use the ”Microsoft Adventure Work DW 2020”
schema to unfold the proposed approach presented
in the remainder sections.

After analysing the conceptual DW schema
presented above, we have built a Why-Question’s
basis accessible at https://wq-bi.jimdo.com/. This
questions’ basis is produced from several combina-
tions, made between the different components of
the DW and according to questions those can be
asked in company environment such as ”Why the
company didn’t evolve this year ?”.

The Why-Question basis led us to model a
decisional Why-Question according to its content.
A decisional Why-Question is composed mainly of

a set of DW’s multidimensional elements (ME)
(measures, dimensions, levels, members, etc.) that
can be explicit or implicit. Therefore, we propose
to classify a NL decisional Why-Question into two
categories: explicit and implicit. In the first cat-
egory, the measure M is explicit. In the second
one, the measure M is implicit. Both of those
categories are divided into two sub categories,
where a dimension Dj is implicit or explicit. The
corresponding examples are presented in table 2.

Based on the content of the Why-Question’s
basis and the Why-question classification pre-
sented above, we have modelled a decisional NL
Why-Question (see the figure 3) as follows:

1. We model a Why-Question (Q) according to
the multidimensional elements ME. Q must
comport at least one measure M . The ref-
erenced dimensions are the temporal dimen-
sion Dt such as the date to specify the time
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Table 2 Decisional Why-Question classification

Category Sub-category Examples

Explicit
Why-Question.

Explicit
measure

Implicit
dimension

- Why has internet sales amount decreased?
- Why have internet sales and reseller’s sales decreased?

Explicit
dimension

- Why has internet sales amount decreased during the years
comprised between 2018 and 2020?
- Why has internet sales amount increased in USA?

Implicit
Why-Question.

Implicit
measure

Explicit
dimension

- Why have customers become more and more demanding?
- Why the product p1 is sold more than the product p2 ?
- Why do employees resign?

Implicit
dimension

- Why didn’t the company evolve ?

Fig. 3 Decisional NL Why-Question model.

and non temporal dimensions Dj such as cus-
tomer, product. The specified dimension must
be related to a measure in the analysis of a
certain phenomena.

2. We always take into consideration the temporal
dimension Dt in the Why-Question Q, whether
or not is specified in this question. The tempo-
ral dimension is always present in DW. It is the
most common and frequent analysis axis in a
company.

3. In the analysis of the enterprise/organisation
activity, the decision- maker is, in general,
interested in a phenomena described through

synthesized data that produce relevant obser-
vations and help in decision-making. These
observations can be a set of ”trends” derived
from the DW’s measures. Therefore, we include
in the model the notion of ”trend” (T ). A
trend is a changing observed on an activity dur-
ing a given period such as: decrease, increase,
high, low, stagnation, change, stability, etc.
For example: ”Why has internet sales amount
decreased” in 2020 ?.

4. We consider that a Why-Question Q can com-
port filters (f). A filter f consists to apply a
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restriction on the values (V ) of the attributes
of a dimension such as V = {v1, ...ve, ...vr}/e =
1..r.
A filter f is defined according to a set of oper-
ators (OP ) such as OP ∈ { equals, between,
less than, more than, etc. }. We note a filter
f : f [OP ][Dj [l

∗
t [[ak[ve]]]). For example ”Why

has the internet sales amount decreased between
2015 and 2019” where OP = ”between” and
”2015, 2019” is a filter to apply on an attribute
of the dimension ”year”.

3.2 Description of the Proposed
Grammar

In this section, we describe our grammar pro-
posed to overcome the difficulties related to the
NL expression of a decisional Why-Question. This
grammar contains a set of rules, governing the
terminals and the non-terminals that refer to the
components defined in the Why-Question’s model
(see section 3.1).

For the definition of our grammar, we have
been inspired by the linguistic patterns proposed
by ”BARGUI and al” in [4, 6]. These patterns
have been defined to handle the specifications of
the dimensions expressed in a NL analytical query
in order to generate semi-automatically the con-
ceptual schema of a data mart in BI context.
For example: ”Analyze the Turnover by shop’s
code, city and country” where ”shop”, ”city” and
”country” are dimensions.

In [4, 6], BARGUI shows that the linguis-
tic patterns that specify ”dimensions” are often
expressed in a nominal form known as a nominal
groups (NG), which can be defined as: (deter-
minant + noun), (preposition + determinant+
noun), (preposition + determinant + noun +
qualifying adjective), etc. such as: customer, prod-
uct, country, postal code of a customer, etc. To
define a generic form of these patterns, BARGUI
propose a grammatical structure named NG,
where:
;

NG:: = [determinant] NG1 [,[deter-
minant] NG1,and [determinant] NG1]
[determinant-preposition NG1] where NG1
is the partial description of a dimension defined
as: NG1:: = Noun (Noun | Adjective| Past
Participle| Preposition)*.

To define our grammar, we adopt the BAR-
GUI’s grammatical structure NG. However, NG
concerns only the non temporal dimension’s spec-
ifications. Hence, we extend NG in order to
specify the multidimensional components ”mea-
sures” and ”temporal dimension” defined in the
Why-Question’s model presented in the section
3.1. In addition, we set in the proposed grammar,
some rules that define the trends and the filters
related to the Why-Question.

The figure 4 depicts the description of our pro-
posed grammar. Square brackets indicate optional
elements. The (*) indicates possible multiple
occurrences of an element. GM is an optional
string useful to complete the semantics of the
question.

We describe the proposed grammar as follows:

1. A Why-Question Q refers to a set of non
terminals that we set as follows:

[Question-Pronoun](NG)[MG](trend’s
indicator)[MG](Filter)*

. The non terminals ”NG”, ”trend’s indicator”
and ”Filter” capture the important compo-
nents of a Why-Question as: the measures, the
temporal and non temporal dimensions and the
trends. Indeed, with the non terminal ”NG”
placed after the Question pronoun ”Why”, we
can identify the measures expressed in the
Why-Question Q. The non terminal ”Trend’s
indicator” aims to locate the trends input in
the Why-Question Q. Thanks to the non ter-
minal ”Filter”, we can target the expressed
temporal and non temporal dimensions accord-
ing to the grammatical structure ”NG” or with
respect to a set of rules that we detail in the
rest of this section.

2. The measures are, in general, numerical
attributes used in the calculation of the key
performance indicators [4]. They are, in gen-
eral, expressed in nominal forms with terms
that indicate quantifications such as: quan-
tity of milk, accident’s number, internet sales
amount, etc. Thus, we set in the grammar
some lexicon called ”Measure’s indicators”
that allow us to identify measures in the Why-
Question such as: ”number, quantity, amount,
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Fig. 4 Our grammar proposed for the analysis of a NL Why-Question.

rate, total, percentage, etc.”. To this end, we
relied on a mathematical lexicon2.

To reference a measure, we extend NG1
into NG1::= Nominal-term (Nominal-
term | adjective| past participle | prepo-
sition)* where Nominal-term::= Noun |
Measure’s indicator.

3. The trend is identified regarding a set of
trend’s indicators captured in a set of terminals
as: decrease, increase, high, low, stagnation,
stable, evolve, didn’t evolve, reduce, etc..

4. The filters are related to the temporal or to
non temporal dimensions as described in the
figure 4:

Filter::= Dimension-marker NG
|[Dimension maker] Temporal-dimension
| Filter’s operator NG
| Filter’s operator Temporal-dimension

The expressed filters can be identified with
respect to:
(a)The non temporal dimensions that are
detected using a set of dimension-markers that
suits a decisional Why-Question such as:”for,
during, in, since, while, when, according to”.
(b) The temporal Dimension that can be
expressed in several ways:

2 Alberta Education, Canada, 2015. Lexique de
mathématiques - Mathematics Glossary

- In a ”nominal form” as: ”the month
of April, summer season,”. Thus, we
complete the rule NG1 with the non
terminal ”Temporal-lexicon” where
Temporal-lexicon::= time|year
|month|day|season|hour|minute| second;
- With a temporal lexicon followed by a date
such ”the year 2018”;
- ”Date format” as ”dd/MM/yyyy, dd-MMM-
yyyy, MMM dd, yyyy, etc.”.
(c) With respect to a set of operators expressed
explicitly as:”equal, more than, less than, with,
this, between”. These operators can be applied
either on non temporal dimension or on tem-
poral dimension
(d) The terms which are syntactically related
to the prior identified dimension (NG) are
considered as filters until another dimension
marker is detected in the question. For exam-
ple: ”in the city of Algiers”, where ”in” is a
dimension-marker, ”city” and ”Algiers” are
related syntactically. Algiers is a value of the
attribute of the dimension ”city”.

4 Approach Description

In this section, we describe our proposed approach
that recommends from a NL Why-Question asked
by a decision-maker a set of NL ones. To this
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Fig. 5 Approach architecture.

end, a Why-Question analysis is required. This
task is performed on the basis of the grammar
presented in section 3.2. Our approach consists
into two main phases: (1) Why-Question analysis
and (2) Generating recommended Why-Questions.
The details of each phase are presented in the rest
of this section. The architecture of the approach
is as illustrated in the Figure 5.

4.1 Why-Question Analysis Phase

The objectives of this phase is to obtain a set
of relevant terms or phrases that characterize the
Why-Question Q. It includes two steps: (1) the
lexical analysis step and (2) the grammar analysis.

4.1.1 Lexical Analysis Step

This step aims to identify from the NL text: the
tokens of the question and their morpho-syntactic
labels ”POS (Part Of Speech) tags”. This can be
performed by using existent POS Taggers like the
StandFord Pos Tagger, due to its high accuracy
which is 97 % [30]. A label is then attached for
each token of the question. This label refers to a
POS tags such as: (Det) for Determinant, (NN)
for Noun, (Adj) for Adjective, (Prep) for Prepo-
sition and (PP) for Past Participle Verb, etc.
Example:
Let suppose the Why-Question (Q1): ”Why has

internet sales amount decreased in 2019?”. The
lexical analysis of this question produces what is
described in the table 3. Thus, the lexical analysis

Table 3 Lexical analysis outputs

Question’s
term

Pos-Tag Signification

Why WP WH interrogative pronoun

has VBZ
Verb conjugated in the
present tense with
the 3rd singular person

internet NN Singular noun
sales NNS Plural noun
amount NN Singular noun
decreased VBN Verb, past participle

in IN
Preposition or
subordinating conjunction

2019 CD Cardinal number
? /. Question end mark

step takes as input a the Why-Question expressed
in NL and returns as output a tagged question as:
Q

′

1: ” Why/WRB has/VBZ internet/NN
sales/NNS amount/NN decreased/VBN in/IN
2019/CD?/. ”
These labels will be used at the grammatical
analysis step. More details are presented in the
following section.
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4.1.2 Grammar Analysis Step

The syntax analysis and the use of a set of
indicative keywords improve the Why-Question
answering [46]. Hence, we use the grammar pre-
sented in section 3.2 in order to identify the most
important text’s fragments on which we must
focus to provide the Why-Question’s answers.
These text’s fragments must refer to the multi-
dimensional elements ME (measure, dimensions,
temporal dimension and filters) as well as trends
as defined in the Why-Question model. To cap-
ture the details of the grammar analysis step, we
propose the Algorithm 1 as presented below:

• We emphasize on the spotting out the nominal
groups NG expressed in the Why-Question Q.

• A nominal group NG can refer either a dimen-
sion (temporal Dt or non temporal D) and a
measure M .

• When a NG comports a measure’s indicators as
defined in our grammar (quantity, total, num-
ber, etc) then this NG refers to a measure (
lines 2 and 3).

• We identify dimensions (line 4 in the algorithm
1) thanks to a set of dimensions markers (per,
since, according to, etc). These dimensions can
be either temporal or non temporal and they
refer to filters expressed in the Why-Question
as explained in the section 3.2. Thus, if after
a dimension maker, a date or temporal lexicon
are expressed, then this Why-Question’s Q frag-
ment refers to a temporal dimension Dt (lines 6
and 8). When no temporal lexicon is expressed
after a dimension maker then a non temporal
dimension D is identified (line 12).

• When it remains in the Why-Question Q non
identified texts with respect to the conditions
presented above, two functions are invoked: Fil-
ters identifying (line 13) and Trend’s identifying
(line 14), as presented in the Algorithms 2 et 3
respectively.

Algorithm 1: Grammar analysis

Input: Q: NL decisional Why-Question;
Output: M : measures, D: non temporal dimen-
sions, Dt: temporal dimensions.
Intermediate variables: i: integer; NG: set of
nominal group, initially empty;
Begin
1. While (it is not the end of Q)

Begin

2. If Q contains Measures indicator then
3. M ← M ∪ NGi ; // NGi contains a
measure’s indicator. It refers to a measure.
4. If Q contains dimension marker then
5. If after dimension marker Q

contains Date then
6. Dt← Dt ∪ date;
// date refers to a temporal dimension Dt.
7. Else
8. If after dimension marker Q

contains temporal lexicon then
9. Dt← Dt ∪NGi; // This NGi

refers to a temporal dimension Dt.
10. Else
11. If after dimension marker Q

contains NGi then
12. D ← D ∪ NGi; // This
NGi refers to a non temporal dimension D.
13. Filter’s identifying (Q);
14. Trend’s identifying (Q);

End
End

The Algorithm 2 comports the following steps:

• Identifying the filter’s operators ({ equal, more
than, less than, with, }) with respect to the
corresponding rule defined in the grammar pre-
sented in section 3.2 (line 2).

• Testing then if after the identified operator
of filter, it exists a date or a nominal group
NG that corresponds respectively to a tempo-
ral dimension Dt (line 4) or a non temporal
dimension D (line 7).

Algorithm 2: Filters identifying
Input: Q: The NL decisional Why-Question:
Output: Dt: temporal dimensions; D: dimen-
sions;
Intermediate variables: i: integer;
Begin
1. While (is not the end of Q )

Begin
2. Identifying filter operator; ; // filter’s oper-
ator ={ equal, more than, less than, with, }
3. If after filter operator it exists Date then
4. Dt ← Dt ∪ Date; // date refers to a
temporal dimension Dt.
5. Else
6. If after a filter operators it exists nom-
inal group NGi then
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7. D ← D ∪ NGi; // This NGi refers
to a non temporal dimension D.

End
End

Once the filter’s identifying Algorithm is per-
formed, the Algorithm 3 will be triggerd. It takes
as input the terms remained in the Why-Question
Q in order to identify the expressed trends in Q.
This algorithm performs then a syntactic compari-
son between these terms and the trend’s indicators
defined in the grammar, using the Levenshtein
similarity measure [10, 41] (line 2).

Algorithm 3: Trend’s identifying
Input: Q: NL decisional Why-Question;
Output: T : sets of trends, initially empty;
Intermediate variables: i: integer;
Begin
1. While (is not the end of Q)

Begin
2. If a termi is similar to a trend’s indi-
cator then
3. T ← T ∪ termi // This term refers
to a trend.

End
End

Applying the algorithms 1, 2 and 3 with
respect to the Why-Question Q

′

1: ” Why/WRB
has/VBZ internet/NN sales/NNS amount/NN
decreased/VBN in/IN 2019/CD?/. ” produces a
syntactic tree as illustrated in the figure 6. Thus,
the multidimensional elements ME are: Dt =<
2019>, M =< internet sales amount>, and the
trend is T =< decreased >.
Let’s suppose another example of a Why-Question
as (Q2): ”Why has order quantity of reseller sales
decreased in 2020 in the city of Algiers?”, pro-
duces the information: D =< the city of Algiers
>, Dt =< 2020>, M =< order quantity of reseller
sales> and T =< decreased >.
The Why-Questions Q1 and Q2 comport all the
essential elements either the multidimensional ele-
ments ME (measure, temporal dimension and
non-temporal dimension) and trend T . Hence,
these Why-Questions are able to trigger the
answering process. However, a contrary scenario
is quite sure since the decision-maker is generally
not always aware of the DW’s lexicon. Thus, the
decision-maker can ask the Why-Question (Q3):

”Why didn’t the company evolve?”. By applying
the algorithms 1, 2 and 3 on this question, we
obtain: D =< ∅ >, Dt =< ∅ >, M =< ∅ > and
T =< didn’t evolve >. In this case, the gram-
mar analysis indicates us that Q3 doesn’t conform
to the Why-Question’s model and consequently
it will be not possible to trigger the answering
process. To remedy this issue, we lean towards
a Why-Questions’ recommendation phase, which
is based on both the decision maker requirement
(his question) and the DW’s content, guided by
the results obtained after performing the grammar
analysis step. More details regarding this phase
are presented in the remaining section.

Fig. 6 Syntactic tree generated using our proposed gram-
mar.

4.2 Generating Recommended
Why-Questions Phase

This phase aims to recommend from the ques-
tion input by the decision-maker and the grammar
analysis results, one or multiple Why-Questions.
This phase consists into two steps: (1) the Why-
Questions recommendation step and (2)Why-
Questions ranking.

4.2.1 Why-Questions
Recommendation Step

Once the Why-Question analysis is performed,
two cases are possible: (1) the question is conform
to the Why-Question’s model. In this case, the
answering process is triggered (our approach pro-
posed in [16]);
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(2) the Why-Question doesn’t conform to its
model (a Why-Question without measure, trend
or temporal dimension);
To cope with the second case, we propose to
recommend to the decision-maker a set of Why-
Questions. We formalize the recommendation pro-
cess as a function Recommend(Q; S; DW −
content)→ QR where:

• Q: is the decision-maker’s NL Why-Question
and QR: is a set of recommended Why-
Questions.

• S: is a scenario materialised as S =< Ms, Tr >
where:
- Ms are messages indicating the shortcomings
identified in the Why-Question which are pro-
duced from the grammar analysis step such as:
”there is no measure, no temporal dimension or
no trend”.
- Tr is formalised as:

Tr =


∅ when no important terms remain
in Q
Set of important terms extracted
from Q

An important term (t ∈ Tr) is mainly a nomi-
nal group NG that remains non identified after
the Why-Question analysis phase. With the
assumption that a measure M is the key element
of a Why-Question, thus, a term t is considered
as a candidate measure (Mc).

• DW-content : to capture the DW lexicon, we
propose a Structure of multidimensional data
called (SMD). The SMD is loaded automati-
cally from the OLAP schema of the DW. It com-
ports labels that specify each information loaded
in the SMD such as fact, measure, dimension,
dimension’s attributes, level. To represent the
links existing between the multidimensional ele-
ments ME existing in the DW, we use a binary
code as follows:

1 when it exists a link between two ME
( measure and dimension , two levels ,
measures and fact)

0 otherwise
The decision-maker formulates his Why-
Question through a set of terms expressed in
NL. These latter may not exist in the SMD, but
correspond to other terms that are semantically
close. To remedy this problem, we propose
to use an external resource as the Wordnet
ontology. To this end, we define a function

that retrieves the terms that are semantically
similar for each term loaded in the structure
SMD. This semantic similarity is established, in
this paper, only on the basis of the synonymy
relation (the synonym set ”Synsets”) of the
Wordnet ontology.
To recognize the values of the non temporal
dimensions i.e attributes values (Named Entity
Recognition) that remain non identified in the
Why-Question Q, we access the DW via a set
SQL queries. By the means of these queries,
we perform the adequate research operations
through the indexes of the corresponding non
temporal dimensions.

On the basis of the function ”Recommend”
presented above, given a Why-Question Q and a
scenario S(Ms, Tr), we recommend a set of Why-
Questions QR. The recommendation process is
performed with respect to the following variants:

• Variant 1: When Ms is a ”temporal dimen-
sion’s gap” then the initial Why-Question is
completed with a temporal reference. This ref-
erence concern the (n) last years.
Example: Let consider the question (Q4):
”Why has amount of reseller sales decreased?”.
The Why-Question analysis phase returns what
follows: measure M= { amount of reseller
sales”}, T= {”decreed”}, Ms= { ”Tempo-
ral dimension gap”}. Consequently, the rec-
ommended Why-Questions are going to be:
”Why has amount of reseller sales decreased
in 2019?”, ”Why has amount of reseller sales
decreased in 2020?”.

• Variant 2: When Ms is a ”trend’s gap” then
we recommend a set of Why-Questions attached
with the adequate trend’s indicators. The most
appropriate trend’s indicator is determined with
respect to a mathematical model named trend’
function that we have proposed in [16]. This
model aims to generate the most interesting
overall trends such as an increase, a decrease
or stagnation. These trends provide a qualita-
tive perception on the multiple variations of the
measure’s values (M [V ]) observed according to
the interval specified by the temporal dimension
Dt. The measure’s values (M [V ]) are retrieved
thank to an SQL query executed on the DW.
The model ”trend’ function” describes math-
ematically the data (Xi, Y i), where X is the
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time interval defined according to the dimen-
sion Dt and Y represent M [V ]. The ”trend’
function” is based on the principle of non-linear
regression, for which the curve does not neces-
sarily go through all the coordinates (xi, yi) but
approaches them as much as possible. It allows
to perform a good descriptive approach and to
obtain the desired precision without being hin-
dered by the multiple local oscillations of Y i.
To build the trend’ function defined as: f(Xi) =
Y i, we have to look for the value of the relative
error R, described as:

R =

√√√√√√
k∑

i=0

(Yi − f(Xi))2

k
(1)

Where k is the number of the coordinates
(Xi, Y i) .
Let the polynomial form as :

f(x) = Pn(x) =
n∑

j=0

ajx
j .

The ideal function f(x) is obtained, when R
reaches its minimum value. This is performed,
when the partial derivatives of R vanish simul-
taneously:[

∂R

∂a0
= 0, ...,

∂R

∂aj
= 0, ....,

∂R

∂an
= 0

]
(2)

This equation’s system leads us to fix the
parameters {aj}.
Once the trend function is determined, it
becomes possible to perform a standard func-
tion’s study that highlights the different aspects
such as: high peak, low peak, decrease and
increase with their respective intervals and the
amplitude of the variations ∆Y . Example: Let
suppose the Why-Question (Q5):”Why did not
we achieve an important amount of internet
sales in 2019?”. The Why-Question analysis
phase supplies what follows: measure M= {
amount of internet sales”}, Ms= { ”Trend’s
gap”}. By applying the trend’s function on the
measure ”amount of internet sales”, we have
found two trends: ”decrease” and ”increase” as
illustrated in the figure 7. These observations
are then recommended to the decision-maker in
the form of a set of Why-Questions.

Fig. 7 The trends observed for the measure ”internet
sales amount” during 2019.

• Variant 3: When Ms is ”measures’ gap”, each
term t ∈ Tr considered as a candidate measures
Mc is parsed regarding all the measures col-
lected in the structure SMD. This is performed
in order to look for similar instances. A string
matching is then accomplished using a mea-
sure’s similarity. We consider in this paper the
Levenshtein distance (several NL approaches
opted for this measure as in [10, 41]). When
no measure is founded, the same process is per-
formed first with dimensions and then with the
levels of the dimension’s hierarchy .
When the string matching process fails, a
semantic mapping is triggered to look for terms
semantically similar in the ”Wordnet” ontology.
This variant engenders two cases as follows:

– Case 1: Once a similar instance to
the term t is detected as a multidimen-
sional ME (dimension or level) then
all the measures M related to this
ME are extracted to carry out the
recommendation.
Example: (Q5): ”Why clients are
more and more demanding?”. In this
question, the recognised terms are
”client”. This term refers semanti-
cally to the dimension ”Customer”.
Consequently, the recommended Why-
Questions are generated according
to the related measures to ”Cus-
tomer” such as: ”Why has order
quantity of internet sales increased
in 2020?”, ”Why has internet sales
amount increased in 2020?”.

– Case 2: When the term t doesn’t cor-
respond to any multidimensional ele-
ments ME, we recommend a set of
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Why-Questions resulting from a com-
bination between all the DW’s mea-
sures with the adequate trends indi-
cators attached with a temporal ref-
erence. This may generate an impor-
tant number of questions. Therefore,
we propose to return a set of generic
questions. These questions are built on
the basis of the ”fact names”. The
decision-maker selects the most closet
question to his need. We recommend
then the corresponding Why-Questions
attached with the measures related to
the chosen activity (fact).
Example: let suppose the Why-
Question (Q6): ”Why didn’t the com-
pany evolve?”. The question’s analysis
phase produces the results: Trend’s
indicator T= ”didn’t evolve”, Ms=
{ ”measures gap, temporal dimen-
sion gap”}, Tr={”company”}. Apply-
ing the recommendation approach,
we have found that the term ”com-
pany” doesn’t correspond to any
multidimensional element ME. Here
some generic questions: ”Do you want
analysing internet sales?”,”Do you
want analysing reseller sales?”. If
the decision-maker selects the ques-
tion: ”Do you want analysing internet
sales?”, then one of the recommended
Why-Questions is: ”Why has inter-
net sales amount decreased in 2020?”
where ”internet sales amount is a mea-
sure and ”2020” is the temporal refer-
ence.

4.2.2 Why-Questions Ranking

The recommendation step returns a set of Why-
Questions without order. We propose so to rank
the recommended Why-Questions on the basis of
a scenario S(Ms, Tr) as follows:

• When Ms=”temporal dimension gap” then the
Why-Questions are ranked with respect to a
descending order of the temporal reference.

• When Ms=”trends gap”, we sort the questions
in an increasing order of the trends.

• When Ms=”measure gap”, tow cases are possi-
ble:
- The ranking is performed according to a

descending order of the similarity rate between
t and the identified measures. However, when
t references a measure M and a non tempo-
ral dimension Dj , the priority is given first to
the measures and then to the non temporal
dimensions because in our approach we focus
mainly on the concept ”measure” as proposed
in the Why-Question’s model. For example, let
suppose that t=”production” which is similar
to the dimension ”Product” and the fact table
”Product Inventory”. In this case, we recom-
mend first a set of Why-Questions attached
with the measures of the fact table ”Product
Inventory” and then the measures related to the
dimension ”Product” (internet sales amount,
reseller sales amount, etc).
- When t doesn’t correspond to any multi-
dimensional element ME, we return a set of
Why-Questions attached with the measures of
the fact table chosen by the decision-maker.
These questions are ranked with respect to the
measures as they are loaded in the structure
SMD i.e as they are defined in the OLAP
schema of the DW.

• When Ms include several indications, we com-
bine all the instructions presented above to rank
the recommended Why-Questions. The priority
is given first to the identified measure M . Then,
we associate for this measure M the adequate
trend T provided with the appropriate temporal
reference.

Once the recommended Why-Questions are
ranked, they are returned to the decision-maker.
Thereafter, this latter will choose the closest
question to his need in order to trigger the Why-
Quesion’s answering process.

5 Experimental Study

In order to test our approach, we have realised
a tool called ”WQ-Recommender” by using the
languages JAVA and Matlab in the NetBeans
IDE 8.0.2 environment. In order to imple-
ment the proposed grammar, we have used the
ANTLR framework 3 (ANother Tool for Lan-
guage Recognition). As a data set, we have
exploited the ”Microsoft AdventureWorks-DW

3https://www.antlr.org/
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2020”4 through the Microsoft SQL Server. The
”WQ-Recommender” tool allows the decision-
maker via its graphical interface to express his
Business need in the form of a NL Why-Question.
This tool returns to the decision-maker a set of
recommended Why-Questions right after the anal-
ysis of the input question. A screen shot of the
”WQ-Recommender” tool is as shown in figure 8.

Fig. 8 WQ-Recommender Tool screen shot.

For evaluation purposes, we have asked for
a set of users of our dataset (members of our
laboratory) to formulate a basis of NL Why-
Questions. The Why-Questions’ basis is accessi-
ble at https://wq-bi.jimdo.com/. It comports 30
Why-Questions Q. On the basis of the Why-
Question model, we propose to classify the Why-
Questions basis into 6 categories as follows:

• Category 1 (CT1): this category refers to Why-
Questions Q that comport measure M but with-
out trend’s indicator T (Q =< M,Dt, T− >)
like ”Why did not reseller achieve an important
amount of sales in 2020? ”.

• Category 2 (CT2): in this category, the terms
of the Why-Question Q reference a measure
M and a trend’s indicator T but no tem-
poral dimension Dt is mentioned (Q =<
M,Dt−, T >) such as ”Why has internet sales
amount decreased?”.

• Category 3 (CT3): the Why-Questions Q of
this category don’t contain a measure (Q =<
M−,

4https://github.com/microsoft/powerbi-desktop-
samples/blob/main/DAX

Dt, T >). For example: ”Why has sales
decreased in 2019?”.

• Category 4 (CT4): the Why-Questions gath-
ered in this category don’t have measure and
trend’s indicator T (Q =< M−, Dt, T− >) such
as ”Why the promotions that we made this year
did not bring us much?”.

• Category 5 (CT5): the Why-Questions do not
have measure, temporal dimension and trend’s
indicator (Q =< M−, Dt−, T− >) as ”Why are
customers more and more demanding?”.

• Category 6 (CT6): the Why-Questions don’t
include measure and temporal dimension
(Q =< M−, Dt−, T >). For instance: ”Why
didn’t the company evolve?”.

On the basis of the Why-Question’s categories
presented above, we evaluate the relevance of the
proposed approach as well as the ranking method
of our proposal.

5.1 Relevance Evaluation

In order to assess the quality of the recommen-
dations, we have involved the same users who
have defined the Why-Question’s basis, in judg-
ing the relevance of our approach. For this end,
we have asked these users to select from a set
of recommended Why-Questions with respect to
a Why-Question that belongs to the question’s
basis, the questions that are closest to their needs.
A Why-Question is judged relevant if it is selected
(chosen) by a user. This means that this question
is close to the decision-maker’s need. A Why-
Question is considered more relevant than another
if and only if it is selected by several users.
To this end, we consider the metrics: recall (R)
and precision (P ). We propose to interpret R and
P as follows:

• The metric ”Recall” R allows to answer the
question: ”How many relevant Why-Questions
Q are selected by users (U)?” formula (3).

R =
NumberOf SameQ Selected by AllU

NumberOf SelectedQ by AllU
(3)

In order to calculate the recall R, we must
investigate with respect to a Why-Question,
about the recommended Why-questions that
have been selected by all users. Then, accord-
ing to these choices, we must look for about the
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same questions selected by all users. In this case,
the relevance is expressed by the proportion of
the users’ same choices among all their selected
Why-Questions.

• The metric ”Precision” P enables to answer the
question: ”How many selected Why-Questions
Q are relevant?” formula (4).

P =
NumberOf SameQ Selected by AllU

NumberOf QR

(4)
We remind that QR is the set of Why-Questions
recommended by our approach.
To calculate the precision P , we have to search
about the same recommended Why-Questions
that have been chosen by the all the user among
all the Why-Questions recommended by our
approach.

Table 4 captures the average values of the
recall R and the precision P with respect to the
six Why-Question’s categories presented above.

Table 4 Recall and Precision result’s evaluation

CT1 CT2 CT3 CT4 CT5 CT6

R 1 0,5 0,5 0,52 0,5 0,33
P 0,33 0,4 0,25 0,26 0,24 0,21

This experimental study shows that our
approach provides, on the one side, with respect
to the recall R, the following results:

• A good recall R, since its average value i ”1”
for the category 1. This is because this category
of questions include all the decisional indica-
tors except the trend indicator. This means that
there is same consensus between all users.

• Moderate results are recorded for the cate-
gories 2,3,4,5. These values that ∈ [0.5, 0.52]
are justified by lack of one or more decisional
indicators.

• A value of 0.33 concerns the category 6. This
low result is explained by the absence of all the
decisional indicators. In this case, our approach
returns multiple questions related to the fact
table chosen by the decision-maker. These ques-
tions reflect, thus, scattered needs. Therefore,
the users will not have the same choices (same
requirements) and the criterion of relevance is
called into question.

On the other side, with respect to the metric
precision P , we notice what follows:

• The average value of the precision P varies
from 0,21 to 0,4. These results mean that more
the decision-maker question is vague (categories
3,4,5 and 6) more it proves difficult to meet the
decision-maker’s needs. Indeed, if for example,
the content of the decision-maker question ref-
erences only dimensions like ”Why customers
are more and more demanding ?” while our
approach recommends questions that focus only
on ”measures”, the selection of a recommended
Why-Question becomes subjective.

• Sometimes the decision-maker wonders about
phenomena whose explanation is not necessar-
ily found in the DW such as: ”Why has the
demand of the after-sales service increased”. In
this case, our approach provides results that
seem divergent to the decision-maker. Other-
wise, our system can help the decision-makers
to point out some design insufficiencies of the
DW to the IT-Designer for future exploitations.

5.2 Comparison with a
Recommendation Approach
based on NL modelling

In order to support the results of relevance pre-
sented above, we compare our proposal with a
model adopted in the recommendation approches
proposed in the Web Question Answering commu-
nity CQA. Two main models have been adopted
in CQA approaches: the language model (LM)
adopted in [29] and [50] and the topic models as:
the probabilistic latent semantic analysis model
(PLSA) [39, 49] and the Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (LDA)) [28]. In our context, the model that
we can adopt is the language model LM proposed
in [37]. By employing this model in our context, we
want to show up until what limits this model can
satisfy a decisional need when we consider only
the linguistic aspect of the question.

The language model LM has been proposed by
[37] for Information Retrieval. It has been widely
applied in many applications. This model aims
to rank a relevant document d by the probability
of generating the query terms in their language
models [9]. This model calculates P (q|Md) which
evaluates the probability of a query (q) given the
language modelling LM of document (d). This
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LM is used to assign a likelihood to a user’s
query q = (q1, q2, ...qm) where (q1, q2, ...qm) is a
sub query equivalent to set of terms (t1, t2, ..., tm).
The probability of a term t given a document d
is related to the frequency of t in the document
d. The probability of a query q = (q1, q2, ...qm)
is the product of the individual terms probabili-
ties P (q|d) =

∏
i P (qi|d) [8] which is equivalent

to P (q|d) =
∏

(t∈q) P (ti|d). The relevance of a
document d to a query q is presumed to be
monotonically related to P (q|d) [8].

The probability P (q|Md) has been defined as
follows:
P (q|Md) =

∏
(t∈q) P (t|Md) ∗

∏
(t/∈q) 1 − P (t|Md),

where:
We have first to estimate the maximum likelihood
(Pml) defined as the probability of term t under
the term distribution for document d.
Pml(t|Md) has been described as follows:
Pml(t|Md) = tf(t,d)/dld, where:
tf(t, d) is the raw term frequency of a term t in a
document d; dld is the total number of tokens in
a document d.

In our work, we adopt the language model
LM presented above as follows:
- We replace the query q by a Why-Question
Q and the document d by a question (Q

′
) that

belongs to a collection of Why-Questions (C).
This collection C is a basis built from the Why-
Questions that have already been answered by
our approach proposed in [16]. This basis is acces-
sible at https://wq-bi.jimdo.com/.
- We employ thus the language model LM as
follows:
P (Q|M(Q′∈C)) =

∏
(t∈Q) p(t|M(Q′∈C)) ∗∏

(t/∈Q) 1− p(t|M(Q′∈C)).
- By analogy to the CQA recommendation
approach, we set a similar scenario i.e. we rec-
ommend on the basis of the adopted language
model LM a set of NL Why-Questions Q

′
,

from the Why-Question Q and the collection of
Why-Questions C.

For example, let us suppose that we have a
Why-Question’s collection C composed of four
questions:

• Q
′

1: Why has internet sales amount decreased in
2019?1

• Q
′

2: Why has reseller sales amount increased in
2019?

• Q
′

3: Why reseller tax amount increase this year?

• Q
′

4: Why has reseller sales amount decreased?

With respect to the collection C, we apply the
language model LM on the Why-Questions (Q7):
”Why sales decreased ?” and (Q8): ”Why are cus-
tomers more and more demanding?”. In order to
recommend the most relevant question Q

′
, we

have to calculate P (Q|M(Q′∈C)). The obtained
results are captured in the table 5.

Table 5 Adopting the language model LM in our
context.

P (Q|M
(Q

′∈C)
) Q

′
1 Q

′
2 Q

′
3 Q

′
4

Q7
0.66 0 0 0.5

Recommended questions: Q
′
1, Q

′
4

Q8
0 0 0 0

No question is recommended

We notice that the language model LM does
not recommend any question for Q8 while it
is possible to recommend the question Q

′

1 with
our approach. Indeed, the term t= ”customer”
refers to the multidimensional element dimen-
sion D for which we can recommend questions
attached with the related measures as the ”inter-
net sales amount” (see figure 2). Thus, these
results show that the language model LM can
not be always sufficient to recommend decisional
questions because it is mandatory to consider the
multidimensional aspect of the DW.

To compare our proposal and the approach
based on the language model LM presented above,
we calculate the recall R and the precision P as
proposed in section 5 (see table 6).

Table 6 Precision and Recall of both approaches.

CT1 CT2 CT3 CT4 CT5 CT6

Our
app

P 0,33 0,4 0,25 0,26 0,24 0,21

R 1 0,5 0,5 0,52 0,5 0,33

LM
P 0,2 0,07 0,11 0,045 0,12 0,011

R 0,5 0,2 0,2 0,18 0,16 0,15

After comparing the results of the recall R and
the precision P produced by our approach and
that based on the language model LM , we notice
that our approach provided better results in terms
of relevance.
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Fig. 9 Comparison between our approach and that based on the language model LM

Fig. 10 Recommendations generated by our approach and that based on the language model LM

In addition to the assessment of the relevance
presented above, we performed an experiment that
compares our approach and that based on the
language model LM with respect to:

• The average number of the recommended ques-
tions as captured in figure 9.

• The percentage of similar questions recom-
mended by the two approaches as well as the
percentage of questions for which no question is
recommended (see figure 10).

• We consider that two Why-Questions are simi-
lar if and only if they include at least the same
measure M and the same trend indicator T .

According to the results illustrated in the
figures 9 and 10, we elucidate what follows:

• On one hand, the figure 9 shows that when
the need of the decision-maker is precise as the
Why-Questions that belong to the categories 1
and 2, our approach is more efficient than the
one based on the language model LM . Indeed,
we have found that the language model LM
encumbers the decision-maker with questions
that are not necessarily satisfactory. This is
explained by the fact that the approach based
on theLM, recommends questions Q

′
according

to the frequency of a term t ∈ Q in a question
Q

′
.

The similarity rate of the questions recom-
mended by the two approaches, amounts to a
percentage that varies between 12% and 33%
(see figure 10).
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• On the other hand, when the need of the
decision-maker is not precise like the Why-
Questions of the categories 3,4,5 and 6, our
approach recommends more questions than the
second (see figure 9). This is explained by the
fact that, in the recommendation process, we
insist on the DW’s multidimensional aspect
(relation between a dimension and measures,
between a measure and a fact table, etc.). While
the second recommendation approach empha-
sizes only on the linguistic similarities between
the decision-maker’s need and the collection of
questions C.
In this case, the figure 10 shows that the
similarity rate of the questions recommended
by the two approaches is between 9.75% and
18.75%. However, we notice that 23.33% of
the questions remain without any recommenda-
tions with respect to the approach based on the
language model LM .

5.3 Ranking Evaluation

To evaluate the ranking method, we have solicited
the same users involved in the relevance eval-
uation. We have asked these users to set their
ranking only for their selected (chosen) Why-
Questions. We have then compared their rank-
ing with that of our approach by performing a
set of tests. These tests consist in investigating
about each Why-Question selected and ranked
by the user if it is well positioned or not with
respect to the others Why-Questions ranked by
our approach. To this end, we propose the follow-
ing formula:

Tst−ranking =
number of correct orders

Total of performed tests
(5)

To explain the formula 5, we describe the set
of tests in the Algorithm 4 as follows:

Algorithm 4: Ranking test

Input: QS : a set of recommended Why-
Questions; QU : a set of selected and ranked
Why-Questions by a user;
Output: Test-ranking: float;

Intermediate variables: s, u, n, number of cor-
rect ranking, Total of performed tests, Total of
correct ranking: integer;
Begin

1. number of correct ranking=0;
2. Total of performed test= 0;
3. Total of correct ranking=0;
4. For (u =2 to n )

Begin
4. For (s= 1 to (u-1))

Begin
5. If Position of (QU ) > Position of (QS)
then // QU is well ranked with respect to QS

Begin
6. number of correct ranking ++;

End
7. Total of performed tests++;
8. Total of correct ranking=Total of cor-
rect ranking+ number of correct ranking;

End;
End;

9. Test-ranking= Total of correct ranking/Total
of performed tests;
End

For example, let suppose that our system rec-
ommends 5 Why-Questions: Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 and
Q5. These questions are ranked by the user as fol-
lows: Q2, Q1 , Q4 , Q3 and finally Q5. We notice
for example that Q2 is ranked by the user before
Q1, but it is well placed regarding Q3, Q4 and Q5.
Thus, the number of correct ranking for Q2 is 3.
We perform then same process for each question
to obtain Test-ranking= 8/10.

Fig. 11 Ranking process evaluation

The figure 11 shows the percentage of well
ranking regarding the six categories of the Why-
Question’s basis used in the relevance evaluation.
We notice that the more the decision-maker’s
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Why-Question is precise (more decisional indica-
tors), the more the ranking approach is effective.
Indeed, for example, with respect to the sixth
Why-Question’s category where the questions are
vague, i.e questions without decisional indica-
tors, the percentage of well ranking is 12 %.
This is due to the fact that the selection of the
suggested Why-Questions is subjective. Conse-
quently, the user’s ranking regarding the chosen
Why-Questions becomes subjective too.

6 Conclusion and Future
Works

Business Intelligence is the key technology that
ensures effective decision-making. In this context,
we have proposed a recommendation approach
that supports the NL querying process of a DW.
Our approach deals with the recommendation
problem of decisional Why-Questions expressed
in natural language. We propose to see this
problem as the call to a function ”Recommend”
which considers the two parameters ”the decision-
maker’s requirement (Why-Question)” and ”the
DW’s content”. The function ”Recommend” com-
putes a set of Why-Questions ranked according to
their relevance. To recommend the most appropri-
ate NL Why-Questions, we rely on a grammar that
suits the Why-Question’s model proposed in [16].

To validate our proposal, we have developed
the ”WQ-Recommender” tool. Our tool allows the
decision-maker to formulate his Why-Question in
NL and provides him with a set of recommended
NL Why-Questions.

In order to assess the quality of the provided
recommendations, we have evaluated the relevance
of our approach by involving decision-makers. To
support the obtained results, we have compared
our approach with a recommendation approach
based on the language model adopted in the
Web Question Answering community CQA. The
obtained results show that if the multidimensional
aspect of the DW is not considered, the recommen-
dation process fails. In addition, we have proposed
an evaluation metric for the ranking process.

Currently, we are working on the integration
of an ”Ontology” component in our approach
in order to improve the recommendation pro-
cess in terms of performance and relevance. This
”Ontology” component is built automatically. Its

concepts are the DW’s multidimensional elements
(fact, measure, dimension, level) and its indi-
viduals are the instances of these concepts. The
relations between the concepts of this ontology
are determined with respect to the DW’s struc-
ture (the measures and the fact table they belong
to, the measures and the related dimensions, the
dimension and its levels). In addition, we enrich
this ontology with other concepts according to
the semantic relations: ”Synonym of, Meronym of,
Hyperonym of, Antonym of, Is-a”. We aim to use
this ontology as follows:
First, to validate the identified multidimensional
elements by our grammar. This will be performed
through querying the ontology with SPARQL
instead of iterating several data structures. For
example, when a term is identified as a ”measure”,
we query the ontology to confirm if this term is an
instance or not of the concept ”measure”.
Secondly, when a term doesn’t correspond to any
multidimensional element, we compare it with the
rest of the ontology’s concepts through the seman-
tic relations. For example: since the decision-
maker can express his need with terms that are
too vague such as ”Why are persons more and
more demanding?”, where the term ”person” can
reference the dimensions ”customer”, ”employee”
or ”reseller” with respect to the semantic relation
”Is-a”. In this case, our approach will recom-
mend a set of Why-Questions attached with the
measures related to one of the chosen dimension
instead of generating question regrading to the
fact tables. Hence, the recommendation approach
will be able to provide questions that will be closer
to the need of the decision-maker.

As future work, we plan to integrate the
”user’s profile” in the recommendation process.
The user profile enables to prune some non-
relevant Why-Questions (do not suit the profile).
Actually, we intend to consider in the user profile
two parameters: (1) measures of interest and (2)
decision’s type;

1. Since we focus on the concept ”measure” in
the recommendation process, we will thus han-
dle the history of the measures with which
the decision-maker has previously interacted
through his asked Why-Questions.

2. We consider the type of decisions that the
decision-maker can make with respect to his
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role in a company (strategic, tactic and oper-
ational). The decision’s type can lead to rec-
ommending the most suitable Why-Question
according to the appropriate ”hierarchy level”
with respect to the requested ”dimension”.
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